
 

Free Pattern for Coffee cup stitch marker made of Cernit
Modelling clay

 



 

Download PDF here

Easily keep track of stitches and stitch counts in your knitting and crochet with these unique stitch
markers. The stitch markers are shaped like coffee cups, with the charming design making them easy
to spot in your yarnwork. The coffee cup is made of Cernit modelling clay, which is shaped and then
baked. In this guide we show you how to make a coffee cup stitch marker yourself.

You can also read how to make lemon shaped stitch markers in our free guide on lemon stitch
markers made from Cernit Modelling clay.

Can't get enough of modelling clay either? In our free pattern for bowls of cernite modelling clay, we
show you how to make whimsical as well as colourful bowls of the material.

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/[pdfLink]
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/content/763-gratis-guide-pa-citron-maskemarkor-af-cernit-modellervoks
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/content/763-gratis-guide-pa-citron-maskemarkor-af-cernit-modellervoks
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/content/765-gratis-opskrift-pa-skale-af-cernit-modellervoks


 

Materials:

Cernit Modelling Clay Unicolor
1 head pin L: 50 mm, silver plated
1 needle, slightly thicker than the head pin
1 metal stitch marker

Tools:

Modelling sticks or other tools to create texture and pattern
Round-nosed pliers
Side cutter
Optionally, this set of basic jewellery-making tools can be used (includes round-nosed pliers,
side cutter, etc.).

Modelling clay consumption:

A small lump of orange Cernit Modelling Clay Unicolor 022 Orange 56g
An equivalent lump of white Cernit Modelling Clay Unicolor 029 White 56g
A small lump of brown Cernit Modelling Clay Unicolor 023 Brown 56g

Technique guide

MAKE THE HOLE BEFORE BAKING THE CUP:

In the video you can see how to stick the needle through and 'wiggle' it:

FINISH THE CUP AFTER BAKING:

In the video you can see how to fold the head pin around:

Instructions

Cernit needs to be "warmed up" by pressing it, so it has to be done with all three lumps separately:

/https://ritohobby.co.uk/1179-cernit-modellervoks-unicolor
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/mellemled-og-filigraner/29333-perlestilk-l-50-mm-forsolvet-300stk-5707167434611.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/421-nale
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/maskemarkorer-markeringsringe/32821-infinity-hearts-maskemarkorer-markeringsringe-metal-solv-21x10mm-50-stk-5713410015391.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/tilbehor-til-modellervoks-ler/20488-modellerpinde-l-15-cm-6stk-5707167506745.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/tang-hultang/23433-basisvaerktoj-til-smykkefremstillling-l-101112-cm-1saet-5712854092180.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/cernit-modellervoks-unicolor/14997-cernit-modellervoks-unicolor-022-orange-56g-5411711427058.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/cernit-modellervoks-unicolor/15004-cernit-modellervoks-unicolor-029-hvid-opak-56g-5411711426822.html
/https://ritohobby.co.uk/cernit-modellervoks-unicolor/14998-cernit-modellervoks-unicolor-023-brun-56g-5411711427065.html


 

Once the cernit is soft and can be modelled with, carefully roll the white and orange lumps together.
They should be mixed until a marbled effect appears. It is important that you stop before the colours
are completely mixed:



 

When the desired colour has been achieved, remove a small lump. The small lump becomes the
handle of the cup:



 

The large lump is shaped into a small thick cylinder that is about 0.6 cm high, while the small lump is
rolled into a handle that matches the length and thickness of your cup (about 0.6 cm long). The ends
of the roll should be shaped pointed, which should help to attach the handle firmly to the cup.

At the same time, shape the small brown lump into a round ball, which is then gently flattened while
maintaining the round shape. This represents the coffee in the cup:

Now you need to make a hole in the cup that fits the size of your brown coffee lump. It is a good idea
to use a tool to do this, gently mashing the top while pressing up the edges.

Once the hole is the right size, you can stuff in the brown circle and mash it a little:



 

After the coffee is in the cup, attach the handle. First, make two holes in the cylinder where you want
the handle to sit. If necessary, use the needle and make sure that the holes match the thickness of
the handle. Press the handle into place while making wiggling movements:



 

When the cup is finished, make a hole across it from the top to the bottom. Carefully insert a needle
and push it through while twisting. Once the needle is all the way through, gently wiggle it around to
make sure the hole is big enough. The hole will not shrink when baked:



 

BAKING:

Now the coffee cup needs to be baked.

It is recommended to make a few pieces to optimise energy consumption.

You can read the baking time and temperature on the cernit packaging.

 

FINISHING:

Once the coffee cup is baked and cooled, it needs to be made into a stitch marker.

This is done by sticking the head pin through the cup. Cut off a piece so that it only sticks up about 1
cm above the cup:



 

Fold the top around to form a loop. Finally, stick a metal stitch marker through the eye in the top.
Your new favourite stitch marker is now complete:



 

Feel free to share your finished result on social media with @krea_lea and @ritohobby.co.uk and the
hashtags #coffeestitchmarker #ritokrea

Designed by: @Krea_Lea på Instagram (Lea P. Hansen)
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